Entering Cinecittà. Image from
newsreel, December 6, 1946.

The Cinecittà Refugee Camp
(1944–1950)*

NOA STEIMATSKY
Yes, they have sacked and destroyed it; the few
remaining buildings accommodate only destitute,
displaced families. But permit me to believe that on
the highest wall, within the concealing yellow
foliage, an empty movie camera continues to roll on,
its lens focused on the clouds, waiting for a poet to
find it, dust it off, set it finally before men and facts
and, with neither fake models nor backdrops, expose
it, al naturale, to our sorrow and our hopes.
—Gino Avorio, “Schedario segreto,” Star I.1
(August 12, 1944)
I
The conversion of one of Europe’s largest movie studios, Cinecittà, to a refugee
camp has always seemed an odd footnote to the chronicles of Italian cinema.
However, as one recognizes its material and historical vicissitudes, its true magnitude,
the duration of its existence, and the broader social and political forces that governed its development, the camp emerges as a stunning phenomenon and, in effect,
a prime allegorical tableau of its time. Once confronted, the existence of the camp
marks our vision of postwar film history, and, in particular, of Neorealism.
*
Research for this project was launched with a 2004–2005 National Endowment for the Humanities
Fellowship at the American Academy in Rome, with additional support from the A. Whitney Griswold
Faculty Research Fund and the European Studies Council Faculty Research Grant of Yale University. At
the Cineteca Nazionale in Rome I am grateful to director Sergio Toffetti and especially to Mario
Musumeci, the first who encouraged me to explore this topic. At Istituto Luce Edoardo Ceccuti and staff
helped with essential film materials and frame enlargements. Also in Rome I was supported by Dario
Viganò, Luca Venzi and staff at the Ente dello Spettacolo, by librarians and archivists at the Biblioteca
“Luigi Chiarini” of the Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, at the Archivio Centrale dello Stato, and
at the Biblioteca di Storia Moderna e Contemporanea. The Yad Vashem archive in Jerusalem provided
some of my connections with survivors who had been to Cinecittà. In various phases I benefited from discussions with Sean Anderson, Marco Bertozzi, Flaminio Di Biagi, Moshe Elhanati, David Joselit, Irene
Small, Frank Snowden, Katie Trumpener, and Claire Zimmerman.
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In that postwar era, the difficulty of obtaining shelter and basic sustenance presented a most urgent material problem, acknowledged as such and as a symbolic
touchstone for the Italian imagination in the culture of reconstruction. It was in this
spirit that Neorealism claimed to represent an authentic or pure reality of the street,
of hitherto unseen urban or regional locations. As a movement, it defined itself
against the perceived corruption of the studio, whose rhetoric of the colossal and
whose elaborate sets had been co-opted and tainted by Fascism. Filming on location—turning one’s back to the studio as both institution and production
space—was also in part a practical solution to the Allied requisitioning of Cinecittà.
It now appears, however, that aspects of this practice, aesthetic, and ideology—
the central tenets of the Neorealist mythos—were also founded on concealed, or
denied, vestiges of wartime events, on material circumstances and a human plight
whose astonishing reality was unfolding within the space of the film studio itself. This
space, categorically rejected by Neorealism, emerges, in the history to be recounted
here, as a glaring reality, as urgent and as eloquent as—though perhaps more complex and multifaceted than—that sought by the Neorealists out in the street. The
refugee camp—an entity meant to answer the basic needs of those who had survived
the war but lost everything—was an eerily concrete counterpart to the artificial, fantastical world of the film studio. For like the film studio, it was, as well, a placeless
place, set apart from the life outside. Compounding so many of the contradictions of
its time, the Cinecittà camp emerges as a hidden, obverse figure of Neorealism. In
refocusing a light long extinguished, one can project it back on the very culture of
reconstruction that could not incorporate it within any of its official narratives. The
archival documents and images, and the gaps that still plague the history of the
camp, will join in a description of the overlapping uses and meanings, the physical
and figurative implications, of a uniquely warped space, at once actual and phantasmatic, allegorical and cinematic.
II
Consider the cover of the June 16, 1945 issue of Film d’oggi (Film of today), a
humble weekly paper of some eight pages, with Vittorio De Sica, Luchino
Visconti, and Gianni Puccini on its editorial board. The war in Italy was just over,
although Rome had been liberated a year earlier. In September 1945, it would see
the premiere of Rossellini’s Open City, the official launch of the Neorealist season.
The general outline of Neorealist history is familiar: turning their back on the
Fascist studio production with its generic “white telephone” comedies, Rossellini
and his colleagues turned to a more makeshift mode of production—part necessity, part ideology in this first postwar moment. Beyond the circumstances of
production companies and studios in disarray, the decision to go out to film in
Italy’s streets was motivated by a newfound interest in the chronicling of the
everyday: key themes in this postwar, anti-Fascist vernacular are the urgent concerns of housing, sustenance, work, and import antly, the circumstances of

Refugees caught in an apparatus of fiction.
Jack Salvatori. Umanità. 1946.
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Two pages from Film d’oggi, June 16,
1945: The cover (above) and an advertisement inviting readers to write in with
wartime experiences.

children. Location shooting as Neorealist ethic and aesthetic—though so often
joined with melodramatic fiction—was invested with the authenticating value of
reportage, witness to hitherto unseen corners and aspects of Italy. Attention to
contemporary urban or regional spaces in the wake of war was matched by a
rejection of institutional modes of studio production and of its crowning symbol,
pride of the Fascist era: Cinecittà.
There seems to be little trace of this on the cover of Film d’oggi, with its
seductive glamour portrait of Vera Carmi from a film made that year in the tradit ion that never did die: Mar io Soldat i’s Le miserie di Monsu Travet (The
misadventures of Mr. Travet), made by LUX, the single most active producer of
the time.1 But already on the following page we find the Neorealist ethos articu1.
Close analysis of the cover design betrays a hint of irony: the glamour pin-up is attached with
tacks to corrugated cardboard, connoting a makeshift, realist universe rather than a stable glamour
apparatus. See Film d’oggi 1, no. 2 ( June 16, 1945). All subsequent citations are from this issue, whose
page numbers are not clearly marked. Except where otherwise indicated, all translations from the
Italian in this essay are mine, with the help of Paolo Barlera.
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lated: an announcement on the part of the journal and the Catholic production
company Orbis for an open competition on the theme “It Really Happened,”
offering prizes of 5,000, 10,000, and 15,000 Lire (the equivalent today would be
roughly 250, 500, 750 Euros respectively).2 “EVVIVA! [Hurrah] cries this man leaping in the air. I found what I have been looking for: a way to earn a nice sum of
money by writing a letter, a postal card, or calling Film d’oggi . . . . EVERYONE can
participate in this competition”: a competition whose jurors will include, the
announcement says, Michelangelo Antonioni, Vittorio De Sica, Luchino Visconti,
Cesare Zavattini, and, among others, Alida Valli.
This was very much in line with Neorealism’s great call, so clearly voiced by
its major advocate Zavattini, for the cinematic exploration of the everyday. “Our
competition aspires to the truth of daily life,” specifies the announcement. “We
want true facts that happened during the war. Report those to us as well as you
can, without concern to embellish these facts, or to write them ‘well.’ This is the
novelty of our competition. EVERYONE, from worker to housewife, can become
an author, a film author, simply by informing us of a true story.” In his authoritative history of Italian cinema, Gian Piero Brunetta comments on this ad, noting
the gap between the trust in the potential creativity of individuals that encapsulates the heart of Zavattini’s poetics, and the devastated structures of film
production in this moment.3 Yet here was an immense and optimistic energy
capable of evolving even in the absence of stable structures of production. The
impoverished condition of the studios made a virtue of necessity. The institutional
crisis was in fact to serve diverse production practices and ideological variants,
even within Neorealism, though all claimed a more authentic witnessing vis-à-vis
the apparatus of studio production. Zavattini’s call for a cinema of facts and the
truth of daily life was itself more radical in theory than in practice, especially
when one considers his own production at that time: the fairy-tale vision of children trotting away on a white horse in Sciuscià (Shoeshine), his work with De Sica
in 1946, and, later on, their depiction of a band of the dispossessed flying off on
broomsticks in Miracolo a Milano (Miracle in Milan, 1951). Bittersweet films such as
these, driven by earnest concern for those excluded from earlier Fascist fare,
sought to smooth out the tensions of the moment, to establish a restorative narrative of affinities among classes and ideologies and across the ruined landscape: a
redemptive vision exportable beyond Italy via the international dissemination of
Neorealism. But even harsher Neorealist images, such as Rossellini’s Neapolitan
rubble heaps or the open, vulnerable expanses of the Po delta in Paisà (1946),
sought to forge an image of a purer Italy out of a “year zero” vision of reality—an
authentic terrain to be found in the urban streets and in the regional landscape,

2.
Exact values are difficult to determine due to wartime inflation; online currency charts going
back to the period conform roughly to David Forgacs’s calculations in his book Rome Open City
(London: BFI, 2000), p. 27.
3.
Gian Piero Brunetta, Storia del cinema italiano, vol. 3, rev. ed. (Rome: Riuniti, 1993), pp. 6–7.
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sorted out from among the ruins of a more primal Italy.4 Indeed, the reconstruction of Italian cinema was predicated on a founding myth that would distinguish it
from the fictions and spectacles of Fascism—the tales and sets of the colossals and
other genres that were epitomized by Cinecittà, which functioned as the stateowned prime producer of escapist artifice and propaganda.
Leafing through Film d’oggi in this as in subsequent issues, one finds an odd
hybrid: eloquent photographs of a hitherto unseen terrain. These images have the
haunting familiarity of Neorealist iconography, yet we are not in any of its typical
locales. We are in a unique site between bare postwar survival and ghostly fantasyland. This is the “desolate landscape of Cinecittà,” as one caption reads, and these
are among the few photos documenting the grounds in the summer of 1945. They
are accompanied by fundraising ads on behalf of the journal itself. The first
announcement reads:
Cinecittà is no longer the easy kingdom of Fascist cinema . . . [which]
did everything possible to forbid the true anxieties and sufferings of
our people access to the Cinecittà studios. Whoever had once dared
show—between one shot and the next—a barefoot and destitute child,
or a mother forced to beg, would have been struck like a felon by the
Minculpop [the Fascist Ministry for Popular Culture].
Here they are now, these barefoot children . . . . Here are these mothers. They have been forced to storm the Cinecittà warehouses because
they are now homeless, because their villages have been destroyed, and
because Mussolini’s war made them lose their remaining pittance.
Today the reality that the dignitaries of yesterday’s cinema did their
utmost to exclude erupts violently in the old stately center . . . .
A serious lesson for our cinema, and to be kept in mind during the
period of reconstruction. This is a commitment that the Italian cinema
must assume before the Nation.
Meanwhile, in Cinecittà—not yet restored to the artists, the technicians, and workers of the Italian cinema—there are hungry children.
This is why Film d’oggi has launched a fundraising initiative, the receipts
of which—be it in cash or good— will be entrusted to the Hon.
Zaniboni, High Commissioner for Refugees. Anyone can contribute.
The public is asked to follow the example of the starlet of the magazine
cover and other personalities—from Gianni Agnelli and Carlo Ponti to Clara
4.
I treat these topics extensively in my book Italian Locations: Reinhabiting the Past in Postwar
Cinema (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2008).
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Film d’oggi, June 16, 1945.

Calamai and Maria Michi, the new feminine face of Neorealism—and contribute
something for these destitute children, displaced in Cinecittà.5 The Neorealists on
the board of Film d’oggi and sponsors of the fundraising initiative were doubtless
aware of the destitution of the refugees that now populated the studio grounds.
The welfare of children was a widespread, grave problem everywhere: the Red
Cross estimated that thirteen million children in Europe lost their natural protectors in the war. 6 It was indeed a main cinematic theme in this era. But the
Neorealists were to locate their raggedy little protagonists elsewhere. “Anyone can
contribute” and perhaps “everyone” can make a film, yet for the children of
Cinecittà, the Neorealists donated something—even before the starlets and the
industrialists contributed their money, Zavattini had come up with 1 kg. of
sugar—and went to work with their backs to the studio, and to the camp.
Filming on locations insistently removed from the Fascist studio and its sets
thus entailed a certain blindness. They would not consider the possibility of locating in Cinecittà itself a reflection of the odd turns of reconstruction, wherein the
urgent material and social ramifications of the war and its aftermath for daily life
itself penetrated the very space of cinema. Neorealist culture could not tackle the
ironic implications of a refugee camp being situated within the entity that was
Cinecittà. One notes a certain degree of denial in the face of the extraordinary
5.
Maria Michi was featured in Rossellini’s Open City and Paisà. The above sample of donors’ names
is drawn from the variety of these and subsequent fundraising announcements.
6.
See Mark Wyman, DP: Europe’s Displaced Persons 1945–1951 (London and Toronto: Associated
University Presses, 1989), pp. 86–89. In what follows I use both the terms “refugees” and “displaced
persons” (or “DPs”), as do many reports and historical accounts. One might distinguish, as Wyman
notes, “the factors that set the displaced persons apart from other refugees . . . . They had become a
stateless people, outside the people-territory-state condition that had traditionally been the basis of a
nation.” Wyman goes on to describe their plight and the policy issues regarding DPs who rejected their
nations of origin while defending their national identities (DP, pp. 35–36). In Italian one finds rifugiati
or profughi (“refugees”) and sfollati (“evacuees”: most often used for local, Italian displacement) sometimes used interchangeably.
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phenomenon of the camp. Both Giuseppe Rotunno and Marcello Gatti—cinematographers who had been imprisoned for anti-Fascist activities and returned to
work in Rome in this period—recounted on separate occasions how professionals in
the industry were aware of the camp on the studio grounds, but could not face the
“poveri disgraziati,” the miserable wretches who now populated to capacity what had
previously been a state-of-the-art movie studio.7 Film histories have been consistent
with this attitude: the existence of the camp in Cinecittà is acknowledged, but with
little detail and no analysis of this extraordinary six-year period, so closely considered in every other respect.8 It obviously did not fit into the mythos of Cinecittà nor
into that of Neorealism. The refugees had been scattered over the globe, and many
of those locals who lingered in the camps were the poorest of the poor and without
communal support to preserve their memory. Thus avoidance, denial, or repression
invested the refugee camp at Cinecittà with a certain psychic weight: it was an image
that could not be confronted, an obverse reflection that could not be incorporated
by Neorealism. But one must first briefly consider this setting in the period just preceding, as it brings us to this critical historical intersection.
III
Nine kilometers south of the Eternal City, the state-owned “cinema city” was
inaugurated by Benito Mussolini on April 28, 1937.9 Constructed in record time, it
was deemed an achievement of Italian Rationalist architecture and a demonstration
7.
I met Rotunno in August of 2005 in Rome, and interviewed Gatti over the telephone earlier that
summer, on July 23—the date, Gatti told me, of his arrest in 1943 for charges of propagating antiFascist graffiti within Cinecittà: he had drawn a caricature of a decapitated Mussolini. Gatti was to
become the cinematographer for, among others, Gillo Pontecorvo’s Battle of Algiers (1966), while
Rotunno became perhaps most renown for his work as Visconti’s director of cinematography.
8.
That an unspoken avoidance, even repression, of this phenomenon was at work is suggested by
the fact that histories of Cinecittà are quite elaborate and precise on either earlier or later but invariably vague on the period that concerns me here. Cinecittà tra cronaca e storia 1937–1989, ed. Franco
Mariotti, 2 vols. (Rome: Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, 1989), a government publication, does
not offer even a full paragraph on this topic. Era Cinecittà: vita, morte e miracoli di una fabbrica di film, eds.
Oreste del Buono and Lietta Tornabuoni (Milano: Bompiani, 1979) offers only a short summary.
Roberto Burchielli and Veronica Bianchini’s Cinecittà: La fabbrica dei sogni (Milan: Boroli, 2004) has a
chapter titled “Refugee Village,” but in it less than four pages, vaguely documented, are actually devoted to the camp. Even beyond the province of film studies, there is a paucity of discussion by historians
on the situation of displaced persons in Italy in the wake of the war. Possibly this is due to the alleged
loss of the files of the Ministero dell’Assistenza Post-Bellica, as I am told by Maria Pina Di Simone of
the Archivio Centrale dello Stato in Rome (EUR). As I polished the current essay for print, I found
Alberto Valentini’s “Il dopoguerra di Cinecittà,” Quaderni del CSCI (2006): pp. 184–92. Though lacking
lists of sources, this paper offers a detailed chronology especially of exchanges between the Cinecittà
company and the various Italian ministries, as well as the Allied Film Board. See my own related pieces
on the subject to date: “Un film dimenticato, una storia rimossa: Umanità” in Annali 8/Schermi di pace
(2006); “Cinecittà irreale: appunti attorno a un campo profughi” in Neorealismo e presente dell’immagine,
ed. Luca Venzi (Rome: Ente dello Spettacolo, 2008), pp. 161–76; and the two-part “Cinecittà campo
profughi” in Bianco e nero No. 560 (November 2008), pp. 164–81, and No. 561 (April 2009), pp.
171–194.
9.
Facts and figures on Cinecittà’s general history are largely drawn from Del Buono and
Tornabuoni’s Era Cinecittà and Buchielli and Bianchini’s Cinecittà.
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of the up-to-date technical equipment and services that could be commissioned to
support all stages of production for some sixty films per year, with about 1,200 persons—considered government employees—under regular contract there. It
consisted of sixteen soundstages and a pool for marine sets,10 as well as executive
offices and three restaurants, all within a network of streets and piazzas, gardens
and flowerbeds. From the time of its founding until July 1943, the genre produced in greatest abundance was comedy, but dramas, historical and costume
films, adaptations from opera and literature, war films, as well as a body of propaganda films, were also created there. An article titled “L’amante grassa” [The fat
concubine] by Adriano Baracco—one of the very few critics to address the events
considered here as they were unfolding—summarized the early glory of Cinecittà
in the first issue of the review Star in August 1944, a couple of months into the liberation of Rome. Baracco writes:
Cinecittà was the official concubine of Fascism, the fat, bedizened
whore required by any nouveau riche . . . . Cinecittà was a kept, easyliving woman. The authority of her protector spared her any financial
concern. She displayed the opulent bad taste proper to a woman of the
street, of the kind endowed with prominent breasts, vast hips and
flashy clothes. She was provincial and somewhat ridiculous. She had
budgets of 160 million, and she was State Property.11
During the first three years of the war, Cinecittà more or less maintained this
routine. The war entered the studios full-blown late in 1943, following the September
armistice with the Allies and the subsequent German occupation. Production was
interrupted, all workers were dismissed, the place was deserted. Hungry inhabitants
of the nearby borgate (the outlying lower-class neighborhoods) searched the studio
for fire wood and metal to resell, but they were driven out by the occupying
Germans, who used it to store ammunition and as a transit camp for prisoners. In
January of 1944, the studios suffered direct Allied bombardment as part of a general
campaign of fifty or so aerial bombardments on Rome, particularly its peripheral
though inhabited working-class neighborhoods. Principally damaged was Istituto
Luce, the film propaganda wing of the regime located next door, as well as three of
Cinecittà’s soundstages, with some damage also to other stages, warehouses, and
10.
That these stages are still considered world-class for lavish productions was suggested by a tour I
took in spring 2005 of the remains of Martin Scorsese’s sets for Gangs of New York (2002), upon which
was encroaching a palatial Venetian waterfront (surely for Michael Radford’s sets for the Merchant of
Venice (2004)). The overlapping of these sets confirmed what studio personnel explained: that sets are
not dismantled until their parts or the particular spaces in which they are lodged are needed for
another production. This tradition is reflected, we shall see, in the “recycling” of sets for habitation
purposes in the camp.
11.
Adriano Baracco, “L’amante grassa,” Star 1, no. 1 (August 12, 1944), p. 3. While his sustained
metaphor of the fat whore is not without a misogynist edge, foreshadowing Fellini’s favorite figure, it
does not detract from the acuity of Baracco’s analysis. Baracco became the editor of the restored journal Cinema in 1948 and also developed a career as a producer and screenwriter.
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hangars. It is likely that the Allied bombings did not focus their attack on this industrial zone, with its railroad depot, by chance. Baracco recounts:
German troops were staying in Cinecittà. Tanks and cannons circulated
in the soundstages, with little benefit to the isolating wooden floors; in
others they amassed hundreds of horses. Wehrmacht corporals slept in
the divas’ dressing rooms, and improved their leisure time smashing
the bathrooms, sinks, and toilets with hammers. In the meantime, they
stole whatever possible: they stole vehicles and fake beards; tens of
thousands of bricks, nails, screws, iron wire, string and various stuffs in
the amount of 2 million; they stole chainsaws, pots, tables and plates
from the restaurants . . . they uprooted trees . . . they broke glass,
smashed doors, demolished expensive equipment with pickaxes. When
they departed, of their own initiative, because of a difference of opinion with the American Army, they left behind 36 million in damages,
and the desolate spectacle of a great structure in ruins.12
On June 4th, 1944, after some nine months of traumatic occupation, the
Allies entered Rome, and immediately thereafter, on June 6th (D-Day, as it happened), the Allied Control Commission (ACC) took possession of Cinecittà,
drawing up a property requisition paper.13 One short page with sections in Italian
and English, it is not an altogether coherent document; its opacity—comprising
linguistic confusion—demonstrates the chaos of the moment, when the stress of
war, the politics of a shifting occupation, and personal motives were mixed.
Carmine Gallone, one of its co-signers, was among the most prestigious filmmakers under the Fascist regime, the director of the first mega-spectacle produced in
Cinecittà upon its founding, Scipione l’africano (Scipio the African, 1937). One might
now wonder to what extent it was the Fascist fantasy of Roman supremacy, writ
large in the film, or Gallone’s doubtful role in the Cinecittà requisition process
that brought him the honor of being one of only three directors to be purged
after the war.14 Baracco immediately suspected Gallone’s illegitimate intervention
in the process, observing that, “fearing he was going to be purged, [Gallone]
decided to proclaim himself a purger” by taking possession of the studios, in the
face of the Allies.15 To Baracco’s scathing suggestion, the famed director himself
responded defensively on the pages of the same journal a couple of weeks later,
12.
Ibid.
13.
The original ACC documents are in the National Archive in Washington. For this and all subsequent references to this body of documents, I have used the microfilms at the Archivio Centrale dello
Stato, Rome (EUR), ACC box 108, reel 432D. All subsequent references to ACC files relate to the
Archivio Centrale dello Stato.
14.
This meant being barred from work in the film industry for six months. As Callisto Cosulich suggests in “Neorealismo e associazionismo 1944–1953: Cronaca di dieci anni,” Il neorealismo cinematografico
italiano, ed. Lino Micciché (Venice: Marsilio, 1999), pp. 90–91, this could not have seemed such a grave
punishment in a period when so many others were out of work.
15.
Baracco, “L’amante grassa,” pp. 3–4.
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insinuating that he had performed heroic feats upon the liberation of Rome by
serving as key mediator between the Resistance and the Allies, then between the
Allies and the Cinecittà management, and that it was under the auspices of the latter that he also worked to preserve parts of the studios for continued film
production.16
However, the contradictions between Gallone’s convoluted claims and the requisition paper, as well as what in fact transpired, all suggest slippages in authority and
legality at that moment. With the collapse of order and state control, with a management in disarray, and with personal manipulations on the part of personages wishing
to clear themselves during this historical transformation of Italy, an obscure web of
power relations, distortions, and confusion evidently plagued the requisition process.
The lack of transparency might have affected both sides of the deal between the
Italian representatives and an exhausted Allied officer in charge of the real estate
section of the Rome Area Command, working under stressful conditions.
There were in fact reports that a Cinecittà committee of managers and workers did have a chance during a brief transitional period to inspect the studios and
to observe that enough equipment had been rescued to support production of
three films per month.17 Yet in the requisition paper as signed by Gallone, the
condition of the property is marked as “very poor” and no film production or
reorganizing projects are mentioned here, nor were any undertaken for a few
more years in Cinecittà. The requisition was sealed, and acted upon, and it seems
likely, in retrospect, that neither it nor, perhaps, the earlier bombardments of the
area were hasty or arbitrary choices on the part of the Allies. Certainly, earlier, in
the heat of the Italian campaign, and later, during the Allied control of Rome and
its aftermath in the reorganization of the Italian state, economic calculation on
the part of the American industry was not alien to decisions in the field concerning sites to bomb, how to use industrial properties, and what powers and
personalities were to be reckoned with in the process. This, at least, is what is suggested by the presence of a report in the ACC files on the history and hierarchy of
the Cinecittà organization together with a detailed outline of its administration
and directorship since the late 1930s and updated until January 1944.18
Gian Piero Brunetta tells of another report on Cinecittà that was drawn up
by the US Army in May of 1944, on the eve of the Allied entry to Rome, and
passed on from the occupying troops to the Psychological Warfare Branch (PWB),
which was in close contact with American studios—and then on to the American
Embassy. That inventory stated that not some but all the cinematographic equipment had been looted, that not three but seven soundstages had been destroyed.
16.
Carmine Gallone, “Gallone Scrive,” Star 1.3 (August 26, 1944), p.7.
17.
This estimate, cited by Bracco, is affirmed in the Corriere di Roma of August 20, 1944, p. 8, which
summarizes the condition of Cinecittà as “fortunately, not all destroyed, thanks to the courageous work
of some employees and technicians.” The Cronaca di Roma reports on the same date that salvaged
equipment could support production of some thirty films per year and also mentions an Allied release
of several of the Cinecittà soundstages so that work could start immediately.
18.
ACC box 109, reel 503C.
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Furthermore, as Brunetta notes, the report identified Cinecittà with the Italian
film industry at large, which allowed it to assert, mistakenly, that film production
in Italy had been completely annihilated, and to imply that it would be legitimate,
therefore, to occupy this space—Cinecittà—and for American exhibitors to
occupy the Italian film market.
All this suggests that the requisitioning of Cinecittà followed at least some
research and planning, which was not limited to the strictly technical appraisal of
its structures as they may have benefitted displaced-persons operations, but planning that fed into American interests at large. Published in a Roman daily on June
13, 1944, is an information bulletin on the part of the PWB stating point by point
its right to regulate and control all aspects of film production, distribution, and
exhibition.19 Also in June, according to Lorenzo Quaglietti, the stunned Italian
representatives to the Film Board were to hear Admiral Elery Stone, the Board’s
head, and chief of the Allied Control Commission in Italy state:
The so-called Italian cinema was invented by Fascism. Therefore it
must be suppressed. Also to be suppressed are the instruments that
have given body to this invention. All of them, Cinecittà included.
There has never been a film industry in Italy, there have never been
cinema industrialists. Who are these industrialists? Speculators, adventurers, that’s who they are. Besides, Italy is an agricultural country;
what need have they for a film industry?20
Already evident is the pressure to open up the Italian market as part of the antiFascist mission for the democratic remaking of Italy: to free it from state regulation
and taxation, to free it for Hollywood imports with a view projecting beyond the
Allied departure. Hundreds of American films, which had at best limited European
distribution during the war, flooded Italy immediately. Already in that first liberated
month of June, a Roman daily spelled out the PWB’s investment in the distribution
of Allied, mainly American films, stating that some forty titles—among them RKO’s
19.
“Quotidiano di informazioni a cura del P.W.B. / Spettacoli cinematografici: disposizione per il
fonzionamento,” Corriere di Roma ( June 13, 1944), front page.
20.
Lorenzo Quaglietti, Storia economico-politica del cinema italiano 1945–1980 (Rome: Editori
Riuniti, 1980), pp. 37–38. Since Quaglietti does not provide a written source for Stone’s pronouncement, this citation might be based on a witness’s memory or on hearsay, and might be accused of
distorting benevolent Allied intentions—this is what Claudio Siniscalchi suggested to me in a discussion at Istituto Luce, in the spring of 2005. Yet it is not inconsistent with the measures of limitation
and control by the PWB mentioned earlier; whoever reported it must have been shocked and offended by the American attitude in that meeting, while it is also possible that what Stone intended to
convey in no uncertain terms was primarily the purging of Fascism and Fascists from the film industry—an agenda that was not, however, adhered to all that strictly. C.f. David Forgacs and Stephen
Gundle’s re-positioning of Admiral Stone’s remarks vis-à-vis the Board’s formal press release in Mass
Culture and Italian Society from Fascism to the Cold War (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2007),
pp. 132–40. That the liberation/occupation of Italy was, among other things, also an American business opportunity surprises no one, and is explored from diverse fronts by Quaglietti, Brunetta,
Forgacs and Gundle, among others.
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Astaire and Rogers vehicle The Story of Vernon and Irene Castle (1939), Warners’
Sergeant York with Gary Cooper (1941), Universal’s It Started with Eve with Deanna
Durbin (1941), and MGM’s Joe Smith American (1942)—were “ready for projection . . .
with Italian subtitles.”21 These, among others, comprised Hollywood’s reassurance
of democratic values in liberated zones such as the city of Rome. As Brunetta commented, it was almost as if a generous dose of movies was seen as equal to the
donation of food packs and other such necessities to those in need.22
About a month after the requisition, the Cinecittà company, which no longer
had access to the studios, asked for an appointment with the Allied Commission to
discuss “a possible partial resumption of production” but to no avail. A later
appeal to the Commission (Oct. 1945), now by the Italian Ministry of Industry
and Commerce, stressing the need to engage unemployed persons and contribute
to the public treasury, was tersely rejected: “It is regretted that studios cannot be
released to you owing to anticipated commitments.”23 One wonders why more
suitable structures were not found—not only for the benefit of the industry but
first and foremost to support the stricken refugee population. In fact, some discussion to this effect took place after the war but bore no fruit until—we shall
see—late in 1947.24 Displaced persons in Rome were initially dispersed all around
the city, often housed in school buildings, for example. But for Allied purposes,
and subsequently for Italian control, concentrated sites away from urban centers
were deemed better for the management of both foreign refugees and of increasingly frustrated populations of Italians who had lost their homes.25
Although a charitable undertaking and formally supported by humanitarian
agencies, the displaced persons’ camp was a confined space set apart from the
ordinary run of reality—of territory and state conditions, of daily life, work, and
the freedom of action and choice. To put it bluntly, as Hannah Arendt wrote of
similar camps across Europe, such sites of “manufactured irreality” were also
meant to keep a “surplus” of survivors, homeless or stateless persons, out of the
way, or until they could be made deportable again.26 These were the survivors of
21.
Corriere di Roma, June 27, 1944. It is interesting to note that a clipping of this article is also found
among the ACC documents, box 220, reel 955D.
22.
Brunetta, Storia del cinema italiano, p. 165.
23.
ACC box 109, reel 503C.
24.
See, for example, the note dated May 8, 1946, from the Italian delegation for relations with
UNRRA to the Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri–Gabinetto (Italian Prime Ministry Cabinet).
Archivio Centrale dello Stato, Rome (EUR), PCM 1944–47, 1.1.2.10474-12. All subsequent references
to this folder will be noted as PCM. See also Valentini’s detailed chronology of exchanges between the
various entities on this subject in “Il dopoguerra di Cinecittà.”
25.
On such problems in Rome, see “Deliberazioni della Giunt a Municipale,” Capitolium
(1945–1946) in the Archivio Capitolino, Rome, http://10.144.93.11/main/database. On general DP
populations in Italy, see Operational Analysis Paper no.49: UNRRA in Europe 1945–1947 (London: UNRRA
European Regional Office, June 1947), pp.74–75.
26.
Hannah Arendt, Origins of Totalitarianism (1951; Cleveland and New York: Meridian/The World
Publishing Company, 1958) pp. 278–89, 296–97, 444–45; despite the forcefulness of her discussion, I
remain uncomfortable with Arendt’s drawing of a continuity between diverse kinds of camps, including extermination camps.
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local bombardments or of distant death camps, displaced persons who had been
in transit for years, torn from communities, from towns and homes that no longer
existed, families who had lost everything, children who lost everyone or had themselves been lost, deprived, traumatized in body and in mind—some of them were
quite literally identity-less, the youngest, whose very names it was difficult or
impossible to recover.27 In this placeless place, enclosed by walls, they were gathered within structures that had once served for colossal reconstructions of
everything from Roman temples to luxurious boudoirs. This miniature phantom
city, once a workplace and factory of dreams, was now ravished, deserted, and
transformed into a strange location—painfully real and ghostly, an echo of the life
outside in the bare beginnings of the reconstruction of what remained of Europe.
And it is here that we locate an imaginary foundation for and an allegorical
tableau of the postwar remaking of reality. The hidden figure of the camp comes
to light from beneath the surfaces of Neorealist culture and its emblems of the
time. Its contours emerge quite sharply as we confront the material conditions of
this particular refugee camp.
Having been immediately requisitioned, as we have seen, by the military,
Cinecittà was reorganized and divided into two distinct camps, both initially run
by the Allied Control Commission (ACC). The Italian camp—housing refugees
from former colonies such as Libya and Dalmatia, as well as from the country
itself—was shifted on August 21, 1944, to Italian administration, which set up a
Sub-Ministry for Postwar Affairs, and within it a Commission for the “Moral and
Material Assistance to War Refugees.”28 On the other side of the camp, an international section continued to be administered by the Allied Commission Displaced
Per sons Sub-Committee. Early in 1946, t he United Nat ions Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration—UNRRA (the term “United Nations” initially designating the Allied nations)—took over the international camp as part of its work
for displaced persons in Italy, which it had begun in March 1945. UNRRA managed the camp until June 30, 1947, when it handed over administration of all its
camps in Italy to the International Refugee Organization (IRO).29
ACC’s archives for the first period of the international camp identify over
thirty different nationalities therein, including, among others, Yugoslavs (of all
27.
See Wyman on this problem, one of a host of legal, social, and psychological difficulties associated with the war refugees (DP, pp. 86–105).
28.
The PCM folder contains documents defining the Sub-Ministry for Postwar Affairs office and its
posts. However the files specific to this office were, as I mentioned, reportedly lost. The Cronaca di
Roma, August 21, 1944, reported that the largest number of Italian populations in the camp came from
the nearby area of Castelli Romani. This conflicts with Tati Sanguinetti’s claim to me (in conversation)
that survivors from the February–March 1944 bombardments of Cassino constituted the largest
refugee population in Cinecittà; I have not found any reference to this in the archives nor in Roman
papers of that time.
29.
The Italian state’s accords with UNRRA, signed on March 9, 1945, were reported the following
day on the front page of the Roman paper Il giornale del mattino. However it is evident that UNRRA’s
actual reach to various needy sectors and camps was gradual. The transfer date from UNRRA to IRO
authority is cited in an August 19, 1947 memo of the prime minister’s office (in PCM).
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ethnicities), Poles, Russians, Tartars, Chinese nationals, Egyptians, Iranians,
Ethiopians, and Jews from ever ywhere. In May 1945, the number s in the
International camp added up to some 1,900 refugees. Recorded as being on the
Italian side in August 1944 were over 1,500 persons, and by December of that year
that number had increased to 2,400. Reports until late in 1947 cite over 3,000
refugees as being in the Italian camp. The total over time adds up to more than
the average number of 3,000 inmates per camp in Europe.30 About half of them
were under the age of eighteen. Children ran around the grounds by the hundreds, though eventually schools and a playground were opened by Catholic
organizations. In the Allied camp, UNRRA would eventually mobilize intellectuals
from among the refugees—professors happy to teach in freedom again—to be
involved in the education of children.31 By some accounts, Cinecittà emerged as
an administrative capital for displaced persons in Italy, where much of the displaced-person press was printed by various groups, including political parties,
partisans, Jews, etc.32
Throughout the existence of the Italian camp, water was obtained from
collective containers and cooking was done outdoors on coal stoves. Rations in
the camp were significantly lower than in the Allied section, whose kitchen was
staffed by Chinese cooks. In addition to food stuffs, the Americans would at
times also present a show or project a film to entertain the inmates. 33 But, in
fact, conditions were poor on both sides of the camp: in the ACC files, one
finds reports on administrative “confusion,” on violence, theft, political tensions, t he black-market , suicides, Typhoid and TB, t he lack of proper
disinfectants, and appalling conditions in the hospital itself, where a grave
shortage of drugs and a lack of instruments made it impossible to handle
30.
Wyman juxtaposes the “holding operations” by which the military initially had to manage
much larger camps with the subsequent “average refugee center with 3,000 DPs . . . run by a thirteenperson UNRRA team” whose project was more advanced “rehabilitation: physical, psychological,
vocational” (DP, p. 47). There are reports (in PCM) by the Italian Sub-Ministry for Postwar
Assistance on efforts to reduce the number of Italian inmates in Cinecittà, mainly by transfer to
other camps.
31.
According to Wyman (DP, p. 100), schools, organized nationally, were among the first institutions created in DP camps. See also Operational Analysis Paper no. 49, pp. 91–92. Cinecittà schools are
also mentioned in the testimony of the actress Lea Bersani, who worked as a nurse in Cinecittà (cited
by Burchielli and Bianchini, Cinecittá, pp. 55–56), and of Mordechai (Marco) G., who tells of math and
English classes in his testimony for the Yad Vashem archive in Jerusalem, file 0.3/8309, complemented
in a personal interview in Tel Aviv, June 2005.
32.
This evaluation is by the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s online resource, which
devotes a paragraph to Cinecittà: http://www.ushmm.org/museum/exhibit/online/dp/camp2b.htm
(accessed June 3, 2008). My interviews with former refugees, as well as fragments of information in files
of the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research, NY, all support my suggestion that the camp was a lively
Jewish center.
33.
A report (in PCM) dated October 18, 1944, to Zaniboni, the High Commissioner for
Refugees, contains an itemized comparison of food rations in the Italian and Allied camps: both
quantities (in grams per person) and varieties of food are considerably in favor of the international
camp. Mordechai G. recounted the curious detail regarding the Chinese cooks in Cinecittà. Bersani
mentions the movie screenings in the camp, in Burchielli and Bianchini’s Cinecittá, pp. 55–56.
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Newsreel image, November 12, 1947.

obstetr ical cases. 34 On September 14, 1944, the general command of the
Carabinieri reported that conditions in the Italian camp were bad enough to
warrant discussion regarding the possibility of the Allies reassuming its management , though since this would amount to publicly confessing the It alian
inability to self-govern, the proposal was finally rejected. 35
In late January 1945, a rare piece of detailed reportage, including photographs, appeared in the crime weekly Crimen. Signed by Paola Masino, former
Resistant, journalist, and later a film critic and radio personality, the article was
titled “Valley of Josaphat” and constituted an eloquent appeal for public attenThis short list of difficulties, lacks, and horrors in the camp I have condensed from the numer34.
ous reports in ACC box 108, reel 432D; ACC box 109, reel 503C; ACC box 220, reel 955D. These are
consistent with other accounts of camps across Europe. Wyman describes some of the common reasons
for tension and violence, such as vigilante justice done with collaborators, or later, when repatriation
picked up, the abhorrence of Eastern European DPs to return to countries under Soviet control, which
resulted, at times, in suicide (DP, pp. 60–85). Historical accounts of Cinecittà, e.g., Del Buono and
Tornabuoni’s Era Cinecittà, hardly touch on such details, but they do tell, to take one example that perpetuates the Cinecittà myth, how a Yugoslav refugee who worked in the camp hospital, Dr. Milko
Skofic, met his future wife there, the postwar star Gina Lollobrigida.
See correspondences regarding this debate through the end of 1944 in ACC box 109, reel 503C.
35.
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tion and decisive action in the Cinecittà camp. It describes conditions in the
Italian camp as directly resulting from the Allied withdrawal of its management,
starting from the removal of basic equipment:
In these conditions, with 2,100 refugees to feed and lodge and clothe
and cure, and with no blankets, undergarments, beds, or pots on the
market at any price, the High Commissioner [for Refugees, Tito
Zaniboni] inherited nothing but space.
The space of Cinecittà, that elusive place that we all knew under the
populous reign of the Talking Larvae, no longer bears any trace of
what it was . . . . The great vacuum of this place offers no warmth, no
welcome; it is the chilly emptiness of a run-down workshop, the desolate emptiness generated around those who do nothing . . . a dead
weight on the country’s economy.
And suddenly, this vacuum is filled with an accusing crowd of 2,100 persons, precipitated into a tight whirlpool by a catastrophe for which they
are not responsible . . . . I advise the High Commissioner to let Romans
take a tour of the refugee camps . . . . We have seen the soundstages

Crimen. January 26, 1945.
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used as dormitories, the restaurant as a nursery, the executive offices as
a hospital. But what dormitories? What nursery? What hospital?
Masino goes on to praise the miracles worked by the Commissioner Zaniboni for
those now “damned” in the Valley of Josaphat:
These men and women, these damned souls, are crammed by the thousands within the soundstages, grouped by families in narrow uncovered
boxes with straw divisions the height of a man or a bit more. On the
floor a mattress, a makeshift table, some clothes hanging on a nail, a
cord with a few rags drying, and all around the sounds of others,
coughing, crying, laughing, talking, and the smells of others, and the
suspicions of others, the curiosity of others, the filth of others. The
boxes in long parallel lines demarcate lanes within the blind belly of
the edifice that rises above the thousand habitations to give them a single remote ceiling, crisscrossed by bridges, ladders, cables . . . . Consider
their night: in mid-air, the foggy breath makes the ceiling ever more
remote; hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of eyes fixed on it,
seeking sleep. Consider most of all the wide eyes of children who, without memories, are looking for life.
. . . They surround you and they stare. They try to figure out: how is
one made who is not a refugee?36
It is perhaps in light of all this that Francesco Rosi, the future filmmaker,
would tell how, the first time he ever saw the gates of Cinecittà, in August 1944,
he sought to escape for fear of getting locked up indefinitely therein: having
already escaped the Germans and the Fascist “repubblichini” of Salò, he did not
want to fall into American hands. 37 Rosi could not tell at that point that Italian
refugee fortunes were to be even harsher under Italian authority than they
were under the Allies. One also juxtaposes his and Masino’s impressions with
certain Jewish testimonies of the camp which, after unspeakable experiences,
years of escape, and despite continued hardship, describe Cinecittà as a sort of
paradise.38

36.
Crimen: documentario settimanale di criminologia 1, no.1 ( January 26, 1945), p. 15. According to
Renato Lefevre, then head of the Rome police press office, Crimen was one of many popular magazines
of that era covering crimes and sensational topics of the day; see “Giornali e riviste romane nel
dopoguerra,” L’Urbe 11.5(1948), www.corrado.lampe.com/roma/Roma44/documenti/lef.htm.
Interestingly, an abridged translation of the article and Allied correspondences expressing concern if
and how to respond to it, are found in ACC box 109, reel 503C.
37.
Rosi’s testimony is cited in Burchielli and Bianchini’s Cinecittà, p. 55.
38.
I have encountered this perspective, clearly articulated, in the testimony of Mordechai G., and in a
telephone conversation in the US with another former refugee, Libby Tannenbaum (September 26, 2007).
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IV
For all its renown as a film capital, and for all the pieces of equipment still sitting idly in its warehouses, only a few actual images can be found of the refugee
camp at Cinecittà. The newsreels add up to no more than a minute or two of
footage, none of it from the early period of the camp. A December 6, 1946
Settimana Incom newsreel reports on various forms of refugee housing; among
them, a brief shot of the Cinecittà front gate is followed by an impressive view of
the bare, puddle-spotted main piazza with only a few scattered figures moving
through it (this image has been chosen to accompany the introduction to the
present issue of October). A November 12, 1947 newsreel titled Nel mondo del cinema Cinecittà risorge (In the world of cinema Cinecittà is resurrected) opens with
a high-angle, almost deserted view of the grounds, followed by a few shots that
depict the distribution point for coal, outdoor cooking, laundry drying on lines,
children on swings. A couple of shots of ruined studio structures are then juxtaposed with the celebratory parading of new equipment and the young Giulio
Andreotti, then Undersecretary of State, visiting the studios in an official gesture of support towards the resumption of production. An October 14, 1948
newsreel titled Questo è il cinema nostro (This is our cinema) already posits itself

Newsreel image, November 12, 1947.
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as a retrospective overview of “the road between 1944–1948” and may be chiefly
responsible for the mistaken assumption that the story of the camp was over by
that time. It incorporates earlier newsreels of the camp, and with the rhetorical
question, “Where will this roofless [i.e., homeless] cinema find a place?,”
plunges quickly into a celebration of Neorealism with Rossellini shooting on the
roofs of Rome. The newsreel then picks up again with Andreotti’s November
1947 visit and a managers’ tour of the impeccably cleared spaces of some soundstage interiors, as well as a display of new lighting and sound equipment.
There’s a dearth of images and reportage, then, of Cinecittà as refugee
camp. It is perhaps telling, therefore, that the most penetrating views are not in
a proper chronicle but in an obscure fiction film, one that itself has dropped out
of film history. 39 This is Umanità (Humanity), directed by Jack Salvatori, an
Italian-American who had apparently specialized in independent bilingual productions in downtown Manhattan before going on to work in France and the
Netherlands in the early 1930s. Umanità was produced in 1946 by the barely
functioning Istituto Luce, with the support of the two organizations that were
running the Cinecittà camp at this point: UNRRA and the Italian Sub-Ministry
for Postwar Assistance.40 With its contrived plot and mediocre dialogue scenes,
Umanità is not distinguished as a piece of cinema. Made by an outsider as a work
of institutional propaganda, it does not belong with Neorealism nor with the
period’s commercial production, and has received hardly any mention in the literature. But its dropping out of history itself sheds light on the case of the
Cinecittà refugee camp with which it engages. For Neorealism’s categorical
rejection of Cinecittà as an institutional symbol of the Fascist past meant that as
location—not just as studio or set—the place could not be confronted: not even
for the harrowing contemporary reality of occupation and displacement that it
discloses. For this, as for its value as primary source for images of Cinecittà in
1946, Umanità is a unique document of its time, offering within the framework
of a fiction film the most extensive visual testimony of the camp.
The critic Tatti Sanguinetti has pointed out Umanità’s status as a kind of
historical text, one that celebrates UNRRA’s aid to Italy and foreshadows the
Mar shall Plan’s unit ing of US interest s with those of It alian Chr ist ian
39.
The exception to this are the few critics who singled out this film when it was screened in
2003 in Bologna. Archivists at the Cineteca Nazionale and at Istituto Luce, where I located it, were
themselves surprised to find out that it exists in its entirety. Later documentaries that mention the
camp, such as Il mito di Cinecittà (Istituto Luce/Giovanna Gagliardo, 1992), seamlessly join snippets
from Umanità with the Settimana Incom newsreel I have cited.
40.
Scripted by Salvatori with his producer Umberto Sacripante, Umanità was photographed by Vittorio
Della Valle and Carlo Montuori (De Sica’s cinematographer for Bicycle Thieves of 1948), and edited by
Mario Serandrei, who already had among his credentials Visconti’s Ossessione (1943), the documentary
compilation Giorni di gloria (1945), and by some accounts the coining of the term “Neorealism.” I was
aided here by Tatti Sanguinetti’s program notes to a screening of the film in the Cinema Ritrovato festival
at the Cineteca di Bologna (2003)—perhaps its only public viewing since the 1940s. It is hard to determine
how and where the film was first distributed: one would guess it was to non-paying refugee-camp audiences
in Italy and perhaps beyond. See my essay “Un film dimenticato,” which elaborates on it further.
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Democracy—all of which seems allegorized in the film’s “comedy of remarriage” scenario of double couples, American and Italian, uniting after a long
car trip north towards the Brenner pass.41 One observes how this emblematic
movement—as if reappropriating the length of the peninsula in the Allied footsteps—is analogous to the trajectory of Umanità’s exact contemporary, Roberto
Rossellini’s Paisà. Between the film’s generic rhetoric of romantic comedy—
compar able perhaps to t hose films produced in Cinecittà’s earlier
incarnation—and its documentation of the neglected phenomenon of the
refugee camp, a symbolically and psychically resonant space opens up in
Umanità’s image of Italy.
Spanning some seventy minutes, the film is structured in three parts. A
first segment narrates the misfortunes of a group of people suffering under the
German occupation of their town, obliquely referred to as Cassino. 42 An exceptional sequence, whose iconography and pathos are worthy of the best in the
Neorealist tradition—shows the execution of partisans and their Allied supporters in a piazza while women look on. Among the survivors evacuating the
town is the young Barbara (Carla Del Poggio), separated from her deported
fiancé, and traumatized in body and mind due to an assault by a German soldier. The subsequent, longest part of the film (forty-five minutes) locates these
survivors in the Cinecittà camp, presided over by an UNRRA official, Jack
Kenny (Gino Cervi).43 An estranged American couple, both physicians, who
reunite by chance in the camp hospital, are added to the core group of protagonists, along with a lost child, a sciuscià—shoeshine boy—picked up in the
streets of Rome to be rehabilitated here. The inclusion of this prototypical
Neorealist character is no mere sentimental whim; it alludes, we now know, to
the vast number of children among Cinecittà’s refugee population and to
UNRRA’s work in support of orphaned and homeless children in Italy at large.
It is through the child’s point of view that we are offered the establishing shots
that describe the exterior spaces of the camp: the studio grounds and its principal edifices are recognizable as authentic locations here. The broader gallery
of characters and their depicted activities, including the cultivation of a fresh
vegetable patch, provides the occasion for protagonists and spectators to learn
that people emerging from diverse sides of the conflict—including even a
German prisoner of war—may be made of the same stuff as the protagonists
(the earth) and worthy of its labor, though it is inconceivable that a German
Sanguineti’s program notes, Ibid.
41.
This might be the source of the questionable association (cited earlier) of the Cinecittà camp
42.
with the survivors of Cassino. It is unlikely that the locations used in the early part of the film are
those designated by its narrative, since Cassino was thoroughly destroyed and not yet rebuilt in 1946.
The name “Jack Kenny” echoes that of the film’s director, combined with “M. Keeny,” who
43.
was the head of the UNRRA mission to Italy and with whom Prime Minister Bonomi had signed the
accords. C.f., the front page of the Roman paper Il giornale del mattino, March 10, 1945.
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Salvatori. Umanità. 1946.

prisoner would be mixed with this Italian part of the camp population that was,
as we know, strictly separated from international refugees. 44
Despite simplifications, fictionalized associations, and ideological adjustments, Umanità still offers detailed and vivid images of the camp. While most
interiors, such as the hospital scenes, were apparently filmed in a studio, one
exceptional category of interiors commands our attention. Certainly the most
astonishing and historically important images of Umanità consist of its document at ion of the refugee habit at ion unit s within what the film designates as
“padiglione numero 5” [pavilion number 5], also alluded to in archival document s of the camp. Punctuat ing the central part of the film are several
high-angle panning shots of a vast interior space, subdivided with cardboard,
wood planks, and sheets, exposed from above, a veritable borgata in which daily
44.
Leonardo Tiberi of Istituto Luce recently told me of a pilot, once held at the Cinecittà camp
(along with other Fascist personages from the Republic of Salò), who encountered German prisoners
of war therein (conversation in Rome, March 2009). This interesting sliver of testimony might be
explored further. It remains unlikely that the diverse categories of inmates at the camp would all mix
together, certainly not as idyllically as they do in Umanità.
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life unfolds in a labyrinth of boxes to fulfill the barely elemental habitation
function. Though narrow and crowded, there appears to be a relatively ordered,
even appearance to these units as seen from above, suggesting that guidelines
on space allotment within a specified footprint in the soundstage were well controlled.45 One wonders however if this management was in fact equaled on the
Italian side of Cinecittà, which was not handled by UNRRA and, as we have seen,
was in need of donations. Indeed, the few images we have seen, in Crimen, of the
actual Italian habitation units suggested even poorer, less solid structures built
from straw and, at least at that early phase, containing no furniture to speak of.
But the closer shots in Umanità show household effects within the boxed bedrooms, neatly divided by narrow allies, spaces that hardly afford room for the
camera. The camera capitalizes, therefore, on the structure and equipment of
the soundstage: its elevated spot can be easily identified in a visit to the studio,
for we must be in Cinecittà’s Teatro 5: this is Fellini’s legendary soundstage,
where Via Veneto was later to be reproduced, along with much else in some of
the most ambitious sets in film history. Testimonies suggest that this big soundst age — 35 x 80 meter s—housed as many as 1,500 people in hundreds of
cubicles, like an improvised shantytown all contained, compressed within the
solid building. Other stages that were not too damaged were similarly employed.
A close comparison of the soundstage as it appears in Umanità vis-à-vis the
structure today suggests an interesting difference: for production purposes, the
soundproof edifice has no windows, yet in the film, interior as well as exterior
shots reveal several small elevated windows that may have been added for the
ventilation and lighting of the refugee housing. Inside, it might have still been
dark and stifling in summer—we already noted that, weather permitting, many
spent their time out of doors cooking, washing, playing, or lingering about. The
production lighting in Umanità, surely unlike everyday lighting therein, conveys
nuanced effects as if “by day” and “by night.” It is hard to tell if such adjustments
were a matter of routine, by way of reproducing an affable diurnal system—but
really a cinematic effect—within this artificial environment.
The actual testimonies regarding the architectural circumstances of these
stage interiors qua living units are in fact far more astonishing than what
Umanità admits to or dares to explore. In his testimony for Yad Vashem archives,
and in conversation with me, Mordechai (Marco) G. elaborated on how he, a
Jewish teenager from Trieste, thus lived in an improvised cubicle within one of
these soundstages with his mother and younger siblings; they had been on the
run and in hiding through Northern and Central Italy for some two years before
being brought to safety in Cinecittà by British troops in August 1944.46 Here
45.
A similar model is also documented in photographs of other European DP camps (see Wyman,
DP, p. 48) and is followed to our time in refugee management in civic centers, such as the temporary
housing for survivors of the May 12, 2008 earthquake in Sichuan, China, see front page photograph in
the New York Times, May 23, 2008.
46.
Mordechai G. testimonies.
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they stayed for nine months, until they were able to immigrate to Palestine. The
family was initially allotted an area within a soundstage, and had to put together,
on their own, a tiny living unit from the remnants of colossal movie sets: Mordechai
specifically recalls the “plaster works, Roman-style columns, and so forth.” His
and other testimonies confirm what, indeed, makes perfect sense given this fantastical location: Cinecittà’s habitation units were constructed out of and
furnished with the remains of studio equipment, used sets, and decor. We have
before us, then, an architectural bricolage, basic refugee housing constructed
out of the remains of the Fascist movie sets and reassembled within the contained and controlled space of the soundstage. The conversion of colossal movie
decor into essential building materials for minimal habitation—in some sense
the sort of housing that epitomizes the bare beginnings of the reconstruction of
life in postwar Italy—creates a vast ensemble and a spectacular cinematic image.
But its interest and symbolic, ironic resonance are not explored in Umanità.
One can only speculate as to how such a warped, compounded image of
the camp might have inflected our sense of Neorealism were a filmmaker like
Visconti, De Sica, or Antonioni to treat it in fiction or documentary.47 But as we
have observed, their search was for another, more innocent space—that of the
proverbial “year zero”—that could serve as the ground for a new image of Italy
and of Italian cinema, free of the Fascist connotations of the studios. Yet it is
precisely Cinecittà as refugee camp that condenses most truthfully and eloquently the odd reversals of the historical moment when the circumstances of
war in Europe and of Italian reconstruction; the social and material reality of
daily life; and film culture all coincided in an ironic reversal of the Neorealist
abandoning of the studios. In some sense—and perhaps like internment and
refugee camps still around the world today—the relationship of Cinecittà to the
ordinary run of “official” reality, history, and the media remained equivocal.
Of that entire generation, it appears that only Adriano Baracco understood
this equivocation, with its irony and its pathos—the studio/camp’s reflective
potential as deep historical figure and as cinematic image:
Where once Doris Duranti stamped her foot because her car was
three minutes late; where Baron Osvaldo Valenti initiated young
admirers into the foggy nirvana of cocaine; where grand’ufficiali committed frauds and commendatori set the erotic “menu” of the evening,
where aristocratic lapdogs whined because contaminated by workers’
47.
With Zavattini’s contribution one could easily imagine a more coherent and engrossing Umanità
directed by De Sica. Visconti would be my top choice for such materials: indeed, one might consider
his Bellissima, produced in 1951 within and about Cinecittà, as sustaining such deeper historical echoes.
Also Antonioni approached Cinecittà as location, in both documentary and fiction, with the short
Tentato suicidio (1953) and La signora senza camelie (1952–53), and in his contribution to Fellini’s White
Sheik (1952). Complementing these belated visitations to Cinecittà as location, one might consider the
oppressive DP camp images in such films as Rossellini’s Stromboli (1950) and Donne senza nome (Géza
Radványi, 1950).
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impure hands; where so much arrogant luxury, tainted business, so
much millionaire’s prostitution nested . . . . now distressed peasant
families camp—hundreds of families that once had the wealth of the
poor: house, field, work. And they saw it all destroyed. In the vastness
of the soundstages each family has a space of a few square meters.
Some shades taken down from the windows are used as mats on the
floor; on the mat a blanket. Nearby: bundles, suitcases, rags. All that
these people own is here. One solitary displaced person used as his
night table one of those luminous metal signs on which is written
“Alt! Silenzio, si gira!” [Stop! Silence, we’re rolling], a sign that once
sternly prohibited access to the soundstage.
In another building the displaced persons have set up boxes with the
stuccoed and gilded doors that had served for the interiors of royal
or patrician palaces. The contrast between the atrocious misery of
men and the foolish opulence of ornamental sets is terrible.
Hundreds of children run around, play, explore, make discoveries, handle interesting things. For these children, the great wreck of Cinecittà,
full of little scraps, is a paradise of toys.
One has the impression that a movie of colossal proportions is being
filmed in Cinecittà, a film that Carmine Gallone would have wanted to
direct, with thousands of extras in rags.48
Throughout 1946 and ’47, the Cinecittà company sent many letters to the
Interior Ministry in charge of postwar assistance—with the endorsement, finally,
of the Italian Ministry of Finance and the Prime Minister’s office—appealing for
the “liberation” and “restitution” of Cinecittà. An August 19, 1947 note of the
Prime Minister’s office asserts that within twenty days the great Teatro 5 [soundstage 5] could be handed back to the cinematographic industry. And in fact, in
the course of August and September 1947 the Italian part of the camp was “liberated” of refugees. The government entities argued where they might be
housed: the barracks of Centocelle emerged, in these documents, as a principal
destinat ion for It alian camp inmates with no arrangement s of their own,
although common knowledge in the Quadraro neighborhood surrounding
Cinecittà was that these homeless persons were eventually settled in the housing
project of Acilia.49 We have mentioned Undersecretary Andreotti’s visit to the
48.
Baracco, “L’amante grassa,” p. 4.
49.
All documents in PCM. One document cites a May 19, 1947 meeting of the Cinecittà company executives with the Ministry for Postwar Assistance, whereby the decision was made to transfer the refugees to
the barracks of Centocelle and the E-42 (EUR) workers’ village. The Ministry assures that, also pending
Allied de-accession of the real estate, such sfollamento (“evacuation”) can take place within three months.
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studios on November 10, 1947—this was ostensibly in response to the Cinecittà
company’s invitation to “participate” in the production of Cuore (Heart; 1948),
Duilio Coletti and Vittorio De Sica’s adaptation of the De Amicis classic presentation of patriotic and sentimental tales of a unified nineteenth-century Italy.
Newsreel recorded Andreotti’s official gesture of government support towards
resumed production:
I am delighted to see work at Cinecittà pick up again, not only for the
restoration of our film production, but because this is also testimony
to the fact that the long overdue and delicate problem of the
refugees and those who have suffered by the war is on its way to a
definitive solution.50
Solutions to the “delicate problem of the refugees” were not quite so “definitive,” however. Housing remained a grave problem and was far from properly
solved—especially around Rome. Indeed the Quadraro area, surrounding
Cinecittà, itself remained for many years spotted with improvised and illegal
housing, as under the nearby Roman aqueduct. As to the resuming of work in
Cinecittà, it appears that many of the films formally labeled “Cinecittà” even in
1948 were in fact technically produced across the street, in the facilities of the
Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia, the film school that could offer equipment and a large soundstage.51
But even when production in Cinecittà proper did start up again, the story
of its refugees did not end. The de-requisitioning of the international camp was
slow, as suggested by the numerous exchanges between Andreotti’s office, the
Administration of International Assistance, and the Foreign Ministry. The
International Refugee Organization (IRO) held on and continued to use the
camp for over two more years. As late as June 1, 1950, a letter from Andreotti to
the Administration of International Assistance complains of rumors that,
despite assurances, the number of inmates in Cinecittà, now 700, threatens to
rise again to 1,200 persons! Only at the end of that summer of 1950 was it
announced that the last occupied structures would be restored on August 31 to
the Cinecittà company.52
In 1950, the high Neorealist season was practically over, though it continued to inform film culture, in oscillat ion with the prevailing logic of the
industry and its commercial genres. The dismantling of the camp and restitu50.
The letter of invitation from the Cinecittà company to Andreotti is dated November 7, 1947
(PCM). Andreotti’s speech is from the Settimana Incom newsreel of November 12, 1947, cited above.
51.
Other than the PCM documents, I learned about housing solutions and the continued difficulties
of the Italian sfollati, as well as about the use of the Centro Sperimentale for Cinecittà labels, in my many
conversations with Mario Musumeci, senior archivist at the Cineteca Nazionale, who is at home in all these
domains—due both to his family history in Quadraro, and to his intimate knowledge of the archive.
Musumeci also showed me the documentary film Cecafumo: storia di un territorio (Maurizion Ciampa and
Pietro De Gennaro, 10th Municipality—Rome Cinecittà, n.d.).
52.
PCM.
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tion of Cinecittà thus roughly coincide with the end of the first phase of Italian
postwar reconstruction, itself articulated in, and in a sense synonymous with,
Neorealism. It is also apparent, however, that the Americans were here to stay.
Production of MGM’s Technicolor spectacle Quo Vadis, directed by Mervin
LeRoy, with Robert Taylor, Deborah Kerr, and Peter Ustinov, had been in full
swing on these premises since 1949, while at least the 700 refugees cited by
Andreotti were still in residence.53 Some of them, protagonists of the history I
have mapped, may have been among the 14,000 extras in that colossal extravaganza—“a film that Carmine Gallone would have wanted to direct.”

Mervin LeRoy.
Quo Vadis. 1951.

This mega-production, which occupied the greater part of Cinecittà, was instrumental in the studio’s return to fully professional functioning. Certainly, its mythical
narrative of the tumultuous beginnings of Christianity in Rome, with the forces of
good emerging to triumph over the excesses of Nero, can be seen as a colossal allegory of the liberation of Rome—of Italy, of Europe—from tyranny. Its dazzling color
images seem, like pop collages, to conceal and reveal the history with which I have
been concerned. We can no longer not see here the real-life “extras in rags”—that
surplus of refugees that, we now know, hover on its margins.
But the ostensible opposite, Neorealism, now itself appears in a new light.
Both the Allied occupation of Cinecittà (involving the repression and the subseRussell Merritt brought to my attention a two-part article by cinematographer Robert L. Surtees on
53.
the making of Quo Vadis, in American Cinematographer vol. 32, (October–November 1951), pp. 398–99,
417–19 and 448, 473–76 respectively, Surtees reports that the building of sets and the preparation of
equipment and costumes for this lavish production took place in 1949, while filming started in April 1950.
He further describes the technicalities and shortcomings at the studios, and his own ravished experience
of filming among the Roman ruins—though of course it is largely in fabricated ruins-within-the-ruins of
Cinecittà that the film was made. Surtees also reports on a system of extras recruitment, locally organized
by “Capo Grupos”—captains who would manage Italian mobs from their neighborhoods, and then distribute their pay received collectively from the American producers. It is needless to comment on the corruption to which such a system must have been susceptible.
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quent Americanization of the Italian studio) and much of Neorealism as we
know it (outside the immediate studio orbit) appear complicit in the myth that
a new Italian cinema and a new Italy might be constructed from “year zero,”
from raw and innocent origins: either because, as some Americans said, Italy is
“an agricultural country” and “there has never been a film industry” here or, as
the Neorealists implied, a purer, untainted reality was to be found out in the
streets rather than among the ruins of the Fascist state studio and its contrived
apparatus of fictions. In fact, reality was being constructed, quite literally, out of
the colossal sets and the ruinous remains of that apparatus, and in Cinecittà.

